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Abstract: The most basic transient a circuit breaker needs to suffer during its activity is the transient recovery voltage (TRV), 
started by the electric force system as a characteristic response on flow interference. To test high voltage CBs, direct testing 
utilizing the force system or short out alternators are not practical. The testing of high voltage Circuit Breakers (CBs) of bigger 
limit requires huge limit of testing station. An equal infusion of short out current and transient voltage to medium and high 

voltage circuit breaker (CB) by a synthetic model is examined. Transient recovery voltage is made by a capacitor bank and is 

applied to CB. An optical set off spark gap has been utilized to interrupt short circuit and to introduce of transient recovery 
voltage that is applied across the contacts of circuit breaker. Transient recovery voltage examination can never be done totally, 
as the advancement of circuit breaker development and organization configuration goes on. The most widely recognized way 
to deal with TRV examination is concerning the supposed planned TRV, in which a suspicion of dismissing association 
between circuit breaker itself and the innate system recovery voltage is being made. Notwithstanding, it actually is by all 
accounts qualified to examine what circuit breaker means for transient recovery voltage. An ideal grouping to open/close of 

reinforcement test article and helper circuit breakers inside suitable chance to infuse of recovery voltage. The impact of 
reactance of inductive flaw current limiter just as distance to blame in short line issue condition on pace of ascent of recovery 
voltage. A 4-boundaries TRV synthetic test circuit dependent on equal current infusion technique is planned and mimicked for 
testing 145kV rating circuit-breakers according to new TRV prerequisites given in IEC 62271-100. 

 

Keywords: Transient Recovery Voltage (TRV), circuit breaker, rate of rise of recovery voltage. 

 

Introduction  

TRV is the voltage contrast saw between the breaker terminals following the current interference of the breaker. 

It is basically the distinction in the force system reaction voltages on the source side and on the heap side of the 

circuit breaker. Transient is related with each difference in condition of a circuit. Transient recovery voltage 

hence is the transient across a circuit breaker. Transient recovery voltages are dependent upon the circuit 

conditions and boundaries of the circuit. Along these lines making it amazingly vital for study them for use of 

circuit breakers. For the most part, circuit breakers in a system are applied dependent on accessible short out 

ability by then in the circuit. However, when circuit is intruded on it brings about a TRV, this deleterious affects 

the circuit breaker. TRV shows in various manner relying upon circuit arrangement, consequently the object of 

this report is to examine the different boundaries causing and influencing the TRV. 

 
Figure 2.1. TRV circuit setup 

TRV is an outcome of various voltage reaction of the circuits on the source side and burden side of the circuit 

breaker. This distinction makes the TRV across the breaker terminals. 

The standards covering TRV analysis are: 

• IEEE C37.011-2011: IEEE Guide for the Application of Transient Recovery Voltage for AC High-

Voltage Circuit Breaker. 

• IEC 62271-100: High-Voltage switchgear and control gear – Part 100: Alternating-current circuit-

breaker. Edition 2.0, 2008-04 
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• IEEE C37.06-2009: IEEE Standard for AC High-Voltage Circuit Breakers Rated on a Symmetrical 

Current Basis - Preferred Ratings and Related Required Capabilities for Voltages Above 1000 

It is determined that TRV is resultant of the adjustment in condition of circuit. In this way TRV can be 

characterized as voltage showing up across a circuit breaker after an exchanging activity. Regular of each 

transient TRV additionally has high amplitude and high recurrence. TRV is a point by point contrast of voltage 

at the approaching side and at the active side of a circuit breaker. At the point when a circuit breaker intrudes on, 

approaching side or the side to transport or supply is associated attempts to get back to control recurrence voltage 

level and the active side contingent upon what is associated additionally sways. The contrast between these 

voltages is recovery voltage. TRV is related with each interference, however the ones coming about on account 

of interference of issue current are the most unfavorable TRV. In this way the decision of circuit breakers or 

presentation of means and techniques for shielding the circuit and circuit breaker must be considered. 

 
Figure 2.2:- Transient Recovery Voltage waveform 

2.1Factors influencing TRV 

Transient recovery voltage is affected by various parameters of the system. Prominent among them are listed 

below: 

• Bushing capacitance of circuit breakers, voltage transformers and so forth 

• Internal factors of the circuit breaker like the first pole to clear a faultand so forth 

• Inductance and capacitance in the system 

• System grounding 

• Fault current level of the system at point of study of TRV 

• Number of transmission lines terminating at a bus and their characteristics impedance 

2.2 Types of synthetic test circuit 

A few synthetic testing strategies have been researched to associate the at least two sources together for the most 

part testing techniques are characterized based on fuel source utilized during the connection stretch. Association 

stretch is the time from the beginning of the huge change in bend voltage, before current zero, to when the 

current including the post-circular segment current, assuming any, stops to move through the test circuit-breaker. 

Based on fuel source utilized during collaboration stretch, testing techniques can be recognized by two 

fundamental strategies. 

1. Current injection method 

2. Voltage injection method 

Current injection method is one sort synthetic circuit gives us the better mathematical qualities particularly in the 

curve circuit cooperation stretch. Current injection method can be additionally named arrangement type and 

equal sort current injection tech methodnique. In equal current injection technique, the voltage circuit is 

embedded in corresponding with the test breaker consistently, while in arrangement current injection method, it 

is embedded in arrangement of circuit breaker consistently. Equal current infused type synthetic circuits 

otherwise called Weil-Dobke circuit. WeilDobke circuit shows the impedance to circuit breaker it is illustrative 

of the atmost reference system conditions. 

Advantage of synthetic testing: 

• Both of these test current and transient voltage across test breaker can be differed autonomously. This 

gives adaptability in testing  

• Less harm to the test object in the event of test disappointment atmost conditions. 

• The breaker can be is tried for wanted transient voltage, shape and slope of RRRV. 

• Synthetic testing allows well safer tests. 
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• Reduced state of energy required 

 

 

2.3 Transient Recovery Voltage from Standards 

In building up a synthetic test circuit for load break switches (LBS), it is important to evaluate TRV focusing on 

LBSs during tests in circuits suggested in Standards. The heap break switches was reproduced by an ideal AC. 

circuit breaker, which had zero impedance when directing and limitless impedance after current interference at a 

characteristic current zero. Current was constantly hindered at a negative-going first current zero, and the end 

moment of current roughly 7.75 ms preceding the interference was acclimated to guarantee that the current was 

consistently balanced about current zero. As indicated by the IEC Standard, the pinnacle voltage and time co-

ordinate of supply TRV are taken for the Standard for High Voltage Circuit Breakers which portrays TRV for a 

terminal shortcomings. To set up this TRV in a model of Figure 2.3 (a) a brief short out was set across the heap 

and the subsequent balanced short out current was hindered by the LBS model circuit breaker. The estimations of 

the TRV capacitor, C, and the damping resistor, Rd, were then acclimated to accomplish the TRV. 

 
Figure 2.3. Single phase load switching test circuit from Standard 

Load break simulations following were done, with the load shorteliminated. These recreations were totally made 

with evaluated voltage and burden power factor of 0.7. The inventory circuit power factor was 0.2. In light of the 

necessity for load circuit impedance to be 85% of the absolute impedance and supply circuit impedance to be 

15% of the total impedance, the estimations of RS, LS, RL and LL were determined. In IEEE Standard, there is 

explicit notice of TRV recurrence for LBS of various evaluated voltages. TRV capacitance can be determined 

from this recurrence and source inductance esteem. There was explicit notice of burden power factor, along these 

lines the force factor of 0.7, utilized for IEC test circuit, was additionally utilized for IEEE test circuit 

reenactments. As indicated by the inventory circuit impedance will be 10% of the heap circuit impedance. The 

reactance to obstruction proportion (X/R) of supply circuit has been viewed as equivalent to 20 to fulfill the 

IEEE necessity.  

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

MarcinSzewczyk et al (2020):In this paper the creator clarifies about the evaluations of circuit breakers are at 

present as high as 1100 kV of appraised voltage and simultaneously 63 kArms of short out appraised current to 

empower advancements of force transmission frameworks up to Ultra High Voltage levels of 1100 kV and that's 

only the tip of the iceberg. These voltage and current appraisals relate to an evaluated cut off of 120 GVA. 

Testing of such profoundly evaluated circuit breakers isn't practical with direct circuits where the short out force 

is to be provided from power framework straightforwardly or by methods for enormous simultaneous generators. 

Synthetic test circuits are generally used to repeat the exchanging states of circuit breaking by isolating high 

current and high voltage periods of the exchanging interaction and in this way permitting to essentially build the 
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testing abilities of short out research centers. The point of this paper is to introduce reproductions of three rule 

synthetic test circuit geographies and to talk about their relevance for advancement of synthetic test circuit at a 

short out research center. The recreations are directed with the utilization of EMTP-ATP bundle for Parallel 

Current Injection Synthetic Test Circuit (STC), Series Current Injection STC, and Voltage Injection STC. The 

point of the reproductions introduced in this paper is to assess testing conditions in the circuits examined to 

guarantee the equality among synthetic and direct testing with required exactness and adequate turn of events 

and operational endeavors. Basic piece of the circuit breakers improvement measure sets for the exceptionally 

expensive testing of the breaker exchanging abilities at cut off. New testing strategies and test set-ups are in this 

way being created to give exact but then practical testing of circuit breakers. 

Jin-Kyo Chong et al (2020): In request to build up a gas circuit breaker, the breaking execution of the short line 

deficiency ought to be focused on over that of the breaker terminal issue. To sum things up, it is important to 

assess the warm qualities of the protecting gas that is filled in a gas circuit breaker. During the time spent 

building up a gas circuit breaker, numerous organizations utilize the improved simplified synthetic testing 

facility (SSTF).In request to assess the short line deficiency breaking execution of a G gas circuit breaker CB 

with a long least arcing time, an adjustments to the ordinary SSTF was proposed. In this investigation, we built 

up the SSTF with an altered transient recovery voltage circuit. The presentation of the recently created SSTF was 

checked by a L90 breaking execution test on a rating blend of 170 kV, 50 kA, and 60 Hz. This paper presents the 

SSTF that tackles all the issues referenced previously. The recently created SSTF has a re-start circuit to drag out 

arcing, a current source circuit for repaying the greatness of the third current circle, and an adjusted TRV circuit 

for producing a RRRV of 20 kV/µs or more. 

G. McAnany et al (2019):The paper outlines the plan and improvement of another scope of uncompromising 

high-pressure airblast circuit breakers utilizing transient reaction voltage. The reliance of the plan idea, the 

determinations, the testing-station capacity, and testing methods are inspected. A depiction of the development 

of the circuit breaker is given and the working attributes are examined. Direct coupling of the contacts to the 

working instrument permits quicker working occasions to be accomplished. The situating of the impact valves, 

comparative with the spouts, permits a generally little volume of air to be released, and this improves the 

viability of the indispensable multistage silencers which decrease the commotion level as far as possible. The 

choice to work at 6 MPa [900 Ib/in2 (g)] empowers full preferred position to be taken of the expanded testing 

station yield which results from the foundation of synthetic-testing methods. Type-test determinations and the 

sort test program are thought of, with specific consideration regarding the short out improvement work. The 

estimation of this method was appeared by the revelation of a late-breakdown marvel, which would not really 

have been clear had the less difficult DC synthetic testing methods been utilized. The attributes of the 

subordinate parts and their impacts on the performance are also discussed. 

 

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

The TRV to which a circuit breaker is oppressed relies upon the kind of deficiency, and the area of the issue, and 

the sort of circuit exchanged (circuit arrangement). The state of TRV wave influences the circuit stumbling 

measure in two significant territories. In the underlying time (10-20μs), known as the energy-balance district, 

inability to hinder can be brought about by warm states of the system. At the point when the contacts of circuit 

breaker discrete, and a plasma circular segment created. The result of current and circular segment voltage (input 

ability to curve) expells high temperature of bend. To smother the curve, it should be cooled to a particularly 

level that the space between the contacts are go about as a protector. TRV is extreme the reaction of force system 

to interference of current. The idea of the TRV is subject to the circuit being interfered. Furthermore, circulated 

and lumped circuit components additionally produce different TRV wave shapes. Circuit breaker interference 

capacity can be guaranteed exclusively by effectively permitting all exchanging tests and test obligations. 

According to IEC 62271-100, the appraised qualities of a circuit breaker incorporate evaluated transient recovery 

voltage for terminal blames just as short line flaw condition.  

The terminal issue is characterized as a flaw happening extremely close to the terminal of the circuit breaker and 

that the reactance between the deficiency point and breaker is unimportant. Under this condition, the deficiency 

or short out current relies on the source voltage and source impedance, as the impedance between the breaker 

and the shortcoming is immaterial. The shortcomings happening between a distance of a couple of km to two or 

three tens km from the circuit breaker are known as the short line or kilometric issues. Such blames are portrayed 

by high recurrence of restriking voltage of the request for 10 to 100kHz contingent on the line length and 

deficiency area. The subsequent TRV for short line deficiency showing up across CB post is the vector amount 

of the voltage from the source and the line side. 

4.1 Principle of basic test circuit 

Testing of ac circuit breakers by synthetic strategy is turning out to be famous on account of its prudent and 

doable game plan. Synthetic test methods can be considered as expansion of direct testing in numerous cases. It 

is a mix of flow source, providing the curve flow causing warm weight on the gadget, and a different voltage 

source, providing the transient recovery voltage which causes the dielectric stress. That is to say, synthetic test 
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circuit utilizes a force source with a moderately low yield voltage for the short out current, and a capacitor bank 

charged to a high voltage for the transient recovery voltage and later for recovery voltage. It is a monetary 

method to adapt to the constraints of the immediate force wellspring of high-power research facility. Also, in 

light of the fact that current and voltage circuit are isolated, a similar current source might be utilized to test 

various types of breaker at various voltage level. Research centers contribute a lot of cash on the examination of 

the exhibition of synthetic test circuits and furthermore on the structure of synthetic test stages. In light of many 

testing necessities that must be met and the intricacy of the circuits utilized, the decision of the segments an 

incentive for each test is exceptionally convoluted. Test circuits have ordinarily been made on a cut and attempt 

premise by an individual who is capable on that specificcircuit. 

 
Figure 4.1. Basic circuit for direct testing of circuit breaker 

The figure 4.1 shows an essential rule of circuit breaker direct testing. At the point when the switch "S" is shut at 

t = t1, hamper "I" begins moving through the breaker TB. At t=t2, arcing contacts of test circuit breaker isolates 

and bend exists between the arcing contacts of test circuit breaker. After eradication of curve current, close to 

current zero purpose of short out current, a transient recovery voltage shows up across test circuit breaker whose 

regular recurrence can be controlled by the circuit trademark or the circuit constants R, L, and C. For higher 

characteristic recurrence, pace of ascent of recovery will likewise be high. First pinnacle of this transient 

recovery voltage relies on the damping given by opposition, R. Test breaker needs to withstand these transients 

of recovery voltage for successful interruption of current. 

4.2 TRV rating concepts and IEC standards TRV envelopes 

4.2.1 Four-parameter TRV envelope defined by IEC standards 

Breaker rated for more than 100kV as a rule interfaces in system having number of transmission line (composite 

circuit) The flood impedance of these transmission line helps in damping quick the high recurrence transient 

voltage across circuit breaker (here and there came to over-damped condition because of flood impedance). Later 

in time when over-damped (1-exp) wave that went as a wave out on the transmission system returns as a positive 

reflection from the principal open circuit irregularity and added to the over damped wave (1-exp). This logical 

methodology permits the TRV to be determined for a given application condition and gives a base to depict the 

TRV envelope. IEC utilized a four-boundary straight line portrayal as demonstrated in figure 4.2 which permits a 

TRV wave to be depicted as far as basic straight lines. The four - boundary TRV doesn't compare to the reaction 

of a circuit that can be investigated. 
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Figure 4.2. Representation by four parameters (u1 and t1, uc and t2) of a prospective transient recovery 

voltage of a circuit 

4.2.2 Two parameter envelope 

This envelope definition approximates the I-cosine waveform. Evaluated values are utilized to develop the 

envelope. Envelope gives the withstand capacity a circuit breaker ought to have to effectively hinder appraised 

hamper at evaluated values. The underlying bit of the bend gives the voltage rise upto the pinnacle esteem, along 

these lines this plotted as line getting the root together with the point (E2,T2),the second bit of the envelope is 

level line through point(E2,T2). In the event of circuit breakers appraised above 100KV there is little postpone 

time included, henceforth the primary slanting bend begins at (0, Td). Bends as acquired for 145KV circuit 

breakers are given in figure 4.3. 

 
Figure 4.3 Two Parameter TRV Envelope 

4.3 Analysis and mathematical modeling of 4 – parameters TRV synthetic test circuit 

The circuit appeared in Figure 4.4 permits to deliver 4 parameters transient recovery voltages (TRV) as per IEC 

guidelines. Vc is the charging voltage. Cn, C1, C2, Ln, L2 and R1 are the circuit segments. The magnitude and 

the frequency of the transient recovery voltage rely upon the voltage to which the capacitor Cn is charged and 

the estimations of circuit segments. U is the transient recovery voltage. C1, C2, Ln, L2 and R1 are to control 

TRV and RRRV. 

 
Figure 4.4mathematical modeling of 4 – parameters TRV circuit 

The expression for the transient recovery voltage is as follows: 

(4.1) 

The time expression of the recovery voltage is unpredictable, however by making a few speculations, it is 

conceivable to get some major data concerning the TRV created by this design. To be sure, a basic examination 

of the situation of the posts of the previously mentioned expression uncovers the presence of 2 frequencies: 
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Figure 4.5 (a) High frequency circuit (b) Low frequency circuit 

4.3.1 High Frequency circuit 

The high frequency voltage wave arises from the free oscillation of the circuit shown in Figure 4.5(a). The value 

of high frequency depends upon the circuit components C3’, Ln and L2. 

       (4.2) 

    (4.3) 

      (4.4) 

Where fn1 = high frequency oscillation of the voltage wave, kHz and tm1 = time to reach peak of high frequency 

voltage wave, µs.  

4.3.2 Low Frequency circuit 

The low frequency voltage wave corresponds to the natural oscillation of the circuit represented by Figure 4.5(b). 

This low frequency circuit consists of circuit components Cn, C2, Ln and L2. 

     (4.5) 

Where fn2 = low frequency oscillation of the voltage wave, in kHz and tm2 = time to reach peak of low 

frequency voltage wave, in µs. 

The TRV can then be considered as a result of the oscillations of both low frequency and high frequency circuits. 

 

RESULTS 

The simulation results from mimicked single stage circuit of TRV on circuit breaker are being broke down. It 

shows the aftereffect of the transient recovery voltage that showed up in force system. At that point, the circuit is 

being reproduced when the time breaker rationale state in close condition. The nearby condition implies the 

circuit breaker in interfacing. The hour of breaker activity is set to 0.1s. 
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Figure 5.1 (a) Voltage before Circuit Breaker in Close Condition (b) Current before Circuit Breaker in 

Close Condition 

Figure 5.1(a) shows the voltage before the circuit breaker in close condition. In close state of circuit breaker, the 

voltage chart shows the sinusoidal structure. Subsequently, the voltmeter was put before the circuit breaker 

shows that voltage was stream in ordinary condition. Figure 5.2(b) shows the current before circuit breaker in 

close condition. From time 0s until 0.1s, the current chart shows the sinusoidal structure. After the circuit breaker 

is works the current will 0A. At the point when the current is 0A, the voltages are most extreme in a transient 

cycle call the transient recovery voltage (TRV). The reenactment is being proceeded with a similar circuit when 

the time breaker rationale state in open condition. The open condition implies the circuit breaker not associating. 

The hour of breaker activity is set to 0.1s. 

 
Figure 5.2 (a) Voltage across CB in Open Condition at Fault Condition (b) Current across CB in Open 

Condition at Fault Condition. 

In Figure 5.2(a), it shows the voltage across circuit breaker in open condition to blame circumstance. In open 

state of circuit breaker, the voltage diagram shows the sinusoidal structure. At time is 0.25s until 0.30s, the flaw 

was occur. The voltage gets 0V then after 0.30s then it has returned to typical sinusoidal structure. The transient 

recovery voltage are show when the voltage need back to work. Figure 5.2(b) shows the current across circuit 

breaker in open condition to blame circumstance. In open state of circuit breaker, the voltage diagram shows the 

sinusoidal structure. At time is 0.25s until 0.30s, the flaw was occur. The current gets 0V then after 0.30s then it 

has returned to ordinary sinusoidal structure. The transient are show when the current structure need back to 

work.  

The distinction between source side and the heap side is the TRV. The TRV will figured out in a brief timeframe 

in force system as it were. The ideal opportunity for is extremely short just several microsecond. From the 

recreation, the ideal opportunity for TRV is just 0.03 microsecond. The TRV is critical to guarantee that breaker 

electrical protection limits. The circuit breaker deficiency current can deliver higher TRV which cause 

exceptionally huge threat for circuit breaker protection and impact breaking limit of circuit breaker. While 

interfering with a shortcoming, the voltages are most extreme. A solitary stage is the most widely recognized 

deficiency in force transmission system. The outcomes are same with the normal outcomes. Hence, it shows that 

the reproduction results are right. Inside this reenactment, the TRV will know dependent on the force system. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The parameters of TRV characterized by IEC norms are very difficult to systematically interface with the 

estimations of the parts of the test circuit.. A synthetic test revamped and test performed. Results show the 

voltage and current circuit are right. The fundamental issue to test by impede is identified with network. It is the 

TRV is related with each difference in condition of a circuit and the TRV is the transient across a circuit breaker. 

Circuit breakers in a system are applied dependent on accessible short out capacity by then in the circuit. TRV 
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can be characterized as voltage showing up across a circuit breaker after an exchanging activity which is open 

and close condition. A 4parameters TRV synthetic test circuit dependent on equal current infusion technique is 

planned and reproduced for both Terminal just as Short line deficiencies test obligation for testing 145kV rating 

circuit-breakers. Plan improvement is likewise done to diminish the energy needed by the capacitor banks and 

subsequently lessen the size and cost of capacitor banks additionally to save the space required. 
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